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Exploiting Concurrency in Sharded Parallel
State Machine Replication
Aldenio Burgos, Eduardo Alchieri, Fernando Dotti, and Fernando Pedone
Abstract—State machine replication (SMR) is a well-known approach to implementing fault-tolerant services, providing high
availability and strong consistency. In classic SMR, commands are executed sequentially, in the same order by all replicas. To improve
performance, two classes of protocols have been proposed to parallelize the execution of commands. Early scheduling protocols
reduce scheduling overhead but introduce costly synchronization of worker threads; late scheduling protocols, instead, reduce the cost
of thread synchronization but suffer from scheduling overhead. Depending on the characteristics of the workload, one class can
outperform the other. We introduce a hybrid scheduling technique that builds on the existing protocols. An experimental evaluation has
revealed that the hybrid approach not only inherits the advantages of each technique but also scales better than either one of them,
improving the system performance by up to 3× in a workload with conflicting commands.
Index Terms—Parallel State Machine Replication, Scheduling, Dependability.
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I NTRODUCTION

S

TATE machine replication (SMR) is a conceptually simple
yet effective way to design services that must withstand
failures [1], [2]. SMR provides clients with the abstraction
of a highly available service while hiding the existence of
multiple replicas, in what is known as strong consistency,
or linearizability [3], [4]. In classic SMR, linearizability is
achieved by having clients atomically broadcast commands
to the replicas. Atomic broadcast is a communication abstraction that totally orders commands submitted by clients.
Replicas deliver broadcast commands and execute them
sequentially in delivery order (see Figure 1(a)).
Despite its widespread use, classic SMR makes poor use
of multi-processor architectures since command execution is
sequential (e.g., [5], [6]). A natural solution to improve the
performance limitation of SMR would be to schedule commands to execute concurrently. Scheduling in state machine
replication, however, differs from traditional scheduling
techniques used in parallel systems in that SMR supports
online services in a replicated environment. Guaranteeing
strong consistency in the presence of replication introduces
the need for determinism across replicas. Determinism in
this context means that replicas must provide the same
response upon executing the same command. It does not
mean that replicas must make the same choices when
scheduling commands for execution. Replicas must ensure
determinism even though the queue of ordered commands
at any two replicas may never be the same when a command is scheduled for execution, even though the complete
sequence of ordered commands is the same at all replicas.
Several approaches have been proposed to accommodate
concurrent execution in SMR (e.g., [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13]). Most of these solutions are based on an early obser-
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vation about SMR: although (multi-processor) concurrent
command execution may result in non-determinism, independent commands (i.e., those that are neither directly nor
indirectly dependent) can be executed concurrently without
violating consistency [2]. Two commands are independent
(or non-conflicting) if they either access different parts of
the service state or only read state commonly accessed;
conversely, two commands are dependent (or conflicting) if
they access common state and at least one of the commands
changes the shared state.
In this paper, we consider two categories of solutions
to parallel state machine replication, and propose a novel
approach that combines the advantages of existing techniques. Depending on how command interdependencies
are identified and how commands are scheduled for execution, we can distinguish between late scheduling and early
scheduling techniques.
With late scheduling, the scheduling of commands is
handled entirely at the server side (see Figure 1(b)). Clients
atomically broadcast commands for execution. A parallelizer at each replica delivers commands in total order,
examines command dependencies, and includes delivered
commands in a data structured shared with worker threads.
The most common data structure to represent dependencies
is a directed acyclic graph, or DAG (e.g., [8], [11], [13]). The
DAG maintains a partial order among all pending commands, where vertices represent commands and directed
edges represent dependencies. While dependent commands
are ordered according to their delivery order, independent
commands are not directly connected in the graph. Worker
threads get commands ready for execution from the graph
(i.e., vertices with no incoming edges) to be concurrently
executed. When a worker thread completes the execution
of a command, it removes the command from the graph
(together with the edges to nodes that depend on it) and
responds to the client that submitted the command. This approach poses the challenge that under high load (e.g., hundreds of thousands of commands per second) dependency
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Fig. 1. Classic versus parallel state machine replication. Atomic broadcast and service are replicated in multiple servers (i.e., multiple boxes in the
figure). Although it is possible to separate ordering (atomic broadcast) from execution (service), usually both are deployed in the replicas.

tracking may become itself the performance bottleneck. This
aspect is tackled in [13] with a lock-free graph to handle
dependencies.
In the early scheduling technique, requests are divided
into classes and worker threads are preassigned to each
class. Clients atomically broadcast commands, each command labelled with its class [12]. When a server delivers a
command, a classifier at the server schedules the command
to the worker threads previously assigned to the command’s
class (see Figure 1(c)). State partitioning or sharding is a
natural way to divide requests into classes. For example, we
could have one class per shard, to handle commands that
access a single shard, and additional classes for commands
that access multiple shards. This scheme results in relatively
low scheduling overhead at the server since the scheduling
of commands only requires a few simple operations, instead
of more complex graph operations, as in late scheduling.
However, additional synchronization is necessary at the
worker threads to execute conflicting commands. Moreover, skewed workloads may cause unbalanced load among
worker threads due to the fixed assignment of threads to
classes [14].
We show in the paper that in the absence of conflicting
commands (i.e., any two commands can execute concurrently) early scheduling largely outperforms late scheduling
under different settings. This happens because the classifier
can efficiently assign commands to threads, according to the
classes-to-threads mapping, while the parallelizer becomes
a bottleneck in late scheduling. Late scheduling, however,
can handle conflicting commands more efficiently than early
scheduling, even when the percentage of conflicting commands in the workload is low (i.e., 5%), since the cost of
synchronizing threads in early scheduling is high. In this
paper, we introduce a hybrid scheduling technique that
builds on the advantages of late and early scheduling. The
main idea is to shard the service state, then use a classifier to
assign a command for execution to the corresponding shard,
where a shard-specific parallelizer includes the command
in a per-shard DAG. Worker threads remove the commands
from their DAG and execute them. A central aspect is how

to handle cross-shard commands without compromising the
lock-freedom of the graph operations. In these cases, the
related parallelizers insert the dependencies to the nodes
in their respective DAGs and the command is inserted in
any one of these DAGs. Notice that the scheduling of such
a command may insert an edge that connects two DAGs
(see Figure 1(d)). A performance evaluation shows that, in
a sharded service, the hybrid scheduling performs similar
to the early scheduling in a workload without conflicts and
outperforms both late and early techniques by up to 3× in
a workload with conflicting commands.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• It revisits both late and early scheduling, discussing
their main advantages and drawbacks.
• It proposes the hybrid scheduling approach, including
detailed algorithms and correctness argument.
• It presents a detailed experimental evaluation, considering four different applications, to show the behavior
of each scheduler in different settings. The experimental
study showed that the hybrid approach is significantly
more efficient than late and early scheduling.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the
system model. Sections 3 and 4 detail the late and early
scheduling techniques, respectively. Section 5 introduces
the hybrid approach, combining both techniques. Section
6 reports on the performance evaluation. Section 7 survey
related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

S YSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS

We assume a distributed system composed of interconnected processes. There is an unbounded set of client processes and a bounded set of n server processes (replicas).
The system is asynchronous: there is no bound on message
delays and on relative process speeds. We assume the crash
failure model, excluding malicious and arbitrary behavior.
A process is correct if it does not fail, or faulty otherwise.
There are up to f faulty replicas, out of n = 2f + 1 replicas.
Processes communicate by message passing, using oneto-one or one-to-many communication. One-to-one communication uses primitives send(m) and receive(m), where m
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is a message. If a sender sends a message enough times, a
correct receiver will eventually receive the message. Oneto-many communication uses atomic broadcast, defined by
primitives broadcast(m) and deliver(m).1 Atomic broadcast ensures the following properties [15], [16] 2 :
• Validity: If a correct process broadcasts a message m,
then it eventually delivers m.
• Uniform Agreement: If a process delivers a message m,
then all correct processes eventually deliver m.
• Uniform Integrity: For any message m, every process
delivers m at most once, and only if m was previously
broadcast by a process.
• Uniform Total Order: If both processes p and q deliver
messages m and m0 , then p delivers m before m0 , if and
only if q delivers m before m0 .
State machine replication provides linearizability [19], a
form of strong consistency. An execution is linearizable if
there is a way to total order client commands such that
(a) it respects the semantics of the objects accessed by the
commands, as expressed in their sequential specifications;
and (b) it respects the real-time ordering of the commands
in the execution. There exists a real-time order among two
commands if one command finishes at a client before the
other command starts at a client.
The scheduling algorithms we discuss in the paper exploit concurrency among commands. Let C be the set of
possible commands and #C ⊆ C × C the conflict relation
between commands. If {ci , cj } ∈ #C , then commands ci
and cj conflict and replicas must serialize their execution;
otherwise, replicas can execute ci and cj concurrently.

3

L ATE S CHEDULING

We generalize the requirements for parallel execution of
commands using late scheduling with an abstract data
type that keeps track of the order among conflicting commands [13]. We call this data structure Conflict-Ordered Set
(COS). This data structure is defined by three primitives
with sequential specification as follows.
• insert(c ∈ C) inserts command c in the data structure;
• c ∈ C : get() returns c if and only if:
– c is in the data structure,
– no previous get() has returned c, and
– there is no c0 in the data structure inserted before c
such that (c, c0 ) ∈ #C ; and
• remove(c ∈ C) removes c from the data structure.
Algorithm 1 details the behavior of the parallelizer and
worker threads based on COS. There is a configurable set of
worker threads T and a shared COS structure (lines 2 and
3). We use a semaphore to limit the number of commands
in the COS data structure (line 4) and another to keep track
of the number of commands that can be executed (line 5).
When a command is delivered and there is enough space
in the data structure, it is inserted in the COS (line 9). The
insert primitive returns the number of commands ready to
1. We use the terms send/receive for one-to-one communication and
broadcast/deliver for one-to-many or group communication.
2. Atomic broadcast needs additional synchrony assumptions to be
implemented [17], [18]. These assumptions are not explicitly used by
the protocols proposed in this paper.

execute, so that the ready semaphore can be updated (lines
9 and 10). A working thread waits for ready commands (line
13), requests a command with the get primitive, executes the
command, and then removes it, freeing space in the graph
(line 17). During removal, new commands may become
ready due to solved references (lines 16 and 18).
Algorithm 1 Late scheduling: parallelizer and workers
1: Constants and data structures:
2:
T : set of working thread identifiers
3:
COS : the conflict-ordered set
4:
space ← new Semaphore(maxSize)
5:
ready ← new Semaphore(0)
6: Parallelizer works as follows:
7:
onDeliver(req):
8:
space.down()
9:
rdy ← COS.insert(req)
10:
ready.up(rdy)

{graph space}
{ready nodes}
{when a new request arrives}
{wait for space available}
{insert it in the stucture}
{allow to retrieve ready nodes}

11: Each WorkingThread with tid ∈ T executes as follows:
12:
while true do
{infinite loop}
13:
ready.down()
{wait free nodes to execute}
14:
c ← COS.get()
{get a command c free to run}
15:
execute(c)
{execute c and then}
16:
rdy ← COS.remove(c)
{remove c from the structure}
17:
space.up()
{allow to insert new nodes}
18:
ready.up(rdy)
{allow to retrieve ready nodes}

3.1

Algorithm

In this section, we present a nonblocking COS implementation. Our algorithm uses native atomic types and an atomic
compare-and-set operation. We also assume that inserts
are called sequentially, according to the order defined by
atomic broadcast (see Algorithm 1). This ensures that replicas handle conflicting commands consistently. While insert
invokations are sequential (among themselves), get and
remove invokations are concurrent with any operations.
The algorithm builds a directed acyclic graph to represent dependencies among commands. Each N ode of the
graph (Algorithm 2, line 2) contains a command c, an atomic
field with the command state, a list depOn of references
to nodes it depends on, a list depM e of references to
other nodes that depend on this node, and the nxt field,
which represents the total order among commands. Each
command transits through the following states, in the order
shown:

⊥ starting: the command is being inserted in the graph;
wtg waiting: the command has already been inserted and
depends on other commands to execute;
rdy ready: all dependencies have been resolved and the
command can be executed;
exe executing: the command was taken for execution by
some worker thread; and
rmd removed: the node with the command has been logically removed from the COS data structure.
The strategy used to allow lock-free operations is to
change the graph topology exclusively in the insert operation, while other operations may take commands for execution as well as logically remove nodes by appropriately
marking their state only, without modifying any other field
or the graph topology. The remove operation is logic in that
it marks the node as removed while actual removal from the
graph takes place during insertion of another node using
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the helping technique, when one operation helps the other
to accomplish its modifications.
The insert operation (Algorithm 2, line 13) assumes there
is room in the graph to create a node. The new node
is created with command c (Algorithm 3, line 1). Function calculateDependencies (Algorithm 3, line 12) traverses
nodes in N , from the oldest to the newest, and builds the
needed dependencies. If any n0 ∈ N not logically removed
conflicts with the new node nn , then lines 18 and 19 insert
edges to represent this dependency. During a physical remove (Algorithm 3, line 16) nodes logically removed have
their outgoing edges deleted (Algorithm 3, lines 22 to 24).
Then, the new node is included in the list N of nodes to
become reachable in the graph, and its state is changed to
waiting (Algorithm 2, lines 16 and 17). Finally, testReady
(Algorithm 3, line 7) checks for dependencies. If none are
found, then the node becomes ready.
The get operation (Algorithm 2, line 19) returns a node
in the graph ready to execute. When this operation is called,
a ready node in the graph exists due to Algorithm 1, lines
10 and 18. The first node atomically tested to be equal to
rdy (i.e., ready) is set to exe (i.e., executing) and returned.
Since insertion follows delivery order, the node returned
is the oldest ready to execute. Due to the atomicity of
compareAndSet (Algorithm 3, line 3) the node is returned
by at most one get.
The remove operation (Algorithm 2, line 25) marks the
node as logically removed by assigning rmd to its state. It
checks if each of the dependent nodes became ready (lines
28 and 29). The edges from older (the one logically removed)
to newer nodes (depM e) identify which nodes may become
ready when this dependency is solved. The edges in the
other direction (depOn) allow to evaluate if a node has all
dependencies solved, that is, all nodes it depends on are
logically removed (Algorithm 3, line 8). With this, the logical
remove operation is able to signal new ready nodes only
by checking the state of referred nodes and without any
modifications to the graph structure, which is left to the
insert operation, while performing helped remove.
3.2

Correctness

The main argument for correctness is that the insert operation performs all structural modifications to the graph,
and its invocations are sequential (according to the atomic
broadcast deliver order). Operations get and remove do not
change the topology of the graph, they logically mark nodes
as taken for execution or as logically removed, using the
N ode’s atomic st attribute. As discussed, operation insert
is responsible for removing from the graph any logically
removed nodes as soon as it traverses the graph to insert a
new node. This rules out any possible topological inconsistency due to concurrency.
Graph traversals are performed only by insert and get.
These concurrent traversals are consistent despite the fact
that the insert operation may change the topology. Since
both operations traverse nodes in the same order, and
a possible modification on the reference to next node is
atomic, be it due to the removal or insertion of a node, the
get operation will either use the previous reference, or the
new one. In either case due to the nature of the operation,

Algorithm 2 Lock-free COS: data types and operations
1: Data types:
2:
N ode : {
3:
c : Command,
4:
atomic st : {⊥, wtg, rdy, exe, rmd}
{node may be starting, ...}
5:
{...waiting, ready, executing, removed}
6:
depOn : set of N odeRef
{nodes this one depends on}
7:
depM e : set of N odeRef
{nodes that depend on this}
8:
nxt : N odeRef
{next node in arrival order}
9:
}
10:
N odeRef : atomic reference to N ode
11: Variables:
12:
N : N odeRef

{nodes in COS}

13: insert(c : Command): int
14:
nn ← createN ode(c)
{create new node structure}
15:
n ← calculateDependencies(N, nn )
{compute the dependencies}
16:
if n = ⊥ then N ← nn else n.nxt ← nn
17:
nn .st ← wtg
{the node is now waiting...}
18:
return testReady(nn )
{...and tested if ready}
19: get(): NodeRef
{assumes a ready node exists}
20:
n←N
{start searching for a ready node}
21:
while n 6= ⊥ do
{consider each node, in arrival order}
22:
if compareAndSet(n.st, rdy, exe) then
23:
return n
{if node is ready, mark it and return}
24:
n ← n.nxt
{go to next}
25: remove(n : N odeRef ): int
{assumes n with n.st = exe exists}
26:
n.st ← rmd
{logic removal}
27:
rdys ← 0
{ready nodes counter}
28:
for all ni ∈ n.depM e do
{for all nodes depending on me}
29:
rdys ← rdys + testReady(ni )
{check if ni is ready, count}
30:
return rdys
{return number of ready nodes}

Algorithm 3 Lock-free COS: auxiliary operations
1: createNode(c : Command): NodeRef
2:
return reference to new N ode{c, ⊥, ∅, ∅, ⊥}
3: compareAndSet(a, b, c): boolean
4:
return atomic { if a = b then a ← c; true else f alse }
5: conflict(ni , nj : N ode): boolean
6:
return (ni .c, nj .c) ∈ #C

{is this pair in conflicts set}

7: testReady(n : N odeRef ) : 0, 1
8:
if {ni ∈ n.depOn|ni .st 6= rmd} = ∅ then
9:
if compareAndSet(n.st, wtg, rdy) then
10:
return 1
11:
return 0

{n has no dependency}
{switch to rdy}

12: calculateDependencies(N, nn : N odeRef ) : N odeRef
13:
n0 ← n ← N
{n0 and n equal to N}
14:
while n0 6= ⊥ do
{consider each node, in order}
15:
if n0 .st = rmd then
{n0 logically removed}
16:
helpedRemove(N, n0 , n)
{remove it}
17:
else if conf lict(n0 , nn ) then
{n0 is valid, they conflict?}
0
0
18:
n .depM e ← n .depM e ∪ {nn }
{nn depends on n0 }
19:
nn .depOn ← nn .depOn ∪ {n0 }
{reference count in nn }
20:
n ← n0 ; n0 ← n0 .nxt
{consider the next}
21:
return n
22: helpedRemove(N, n0 , n : N odeRef )
23:
for all ni ∈ n0 .depM e do
{for every node that depends on n0 }
24:
ni .depOn ← ni .depOn \ {n0 }
{remove n0 from dependencies}
25:
if !compareAndSet(N, n, n0 .nxt) then
{if not first node}
26:
atomic { n.nxt ← n0 .nxt }
{bypass n0 }

the result is the same. Consider that get traverses a logically
removed node. Since the node was already executed, get
will not return it.
The remove operation atomically marks a referenced
node as executed, not traversing the graph. It also reads information from nodes depending on the one being logically
deleted to check if any one became ready to execute. Since
these operations may only atomically change the state of a
node, they do not affect other operations. Also, since the
nodes checked exist due to the existing references, by the
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logically removed node and the assumption of a garbage
collector, the operation succeeds.
Liveness follows from the fact that the graph is a DAG.
Since commands can only depend on previous conflicting
ones, according to a total order, dependencies will never
build a cycle (i.e., the graph is acyclic). After a command
executes, it will inductively remove dependencies to commands assuring that there is at least a next command that
can be executed, or no command left.

4

E ARLY S CHEDULING

The early scheduling approach classifies requests into request classes and defines dependencies between classes [12],
[20]. Consider a service with a set R of requests, and let
C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cnc } be a set of class descriptors, where
nc is the number of classes. We define request classes as
R = C → P(C)×P(R),3 that is, any class in C may conflict
with any subset of classes in C , and is associated to a subset
of requests in R. Two classes conflict if one class contains at
least one request that conflicts with a request in the other
class. We restrict classes to be disjunct and non-empty.
4.1

From applications to request classes

Defining request classes for an application is related to the
problem of sharding the application state. In its simplest
form, the application state can be sharded into disjoint
partitions according to some criteria (e.g., hash partitioning,
range partitioning). More sophisticated sharding mechanisms may account for how data is accessed (e.g., grouping
entries in the same shard if they are accessed together by
the requests) [30]. For each shard, one can define a class
of read-only requests (i.e., request that do not modify the
shard state) and a class of update requests. Depending on
the data accessed by requests and on the criterion used
for sharding the data, one may need to define classes that
involve multiple shards, either read-only or update. A readonly class does not conflict with any other read-only classes.
An update class conflicts with itself (since it may contain
conflicting requests) and with any other classes that contain
requests that access the same shard.
For example, consider a key-value store application with
an operation to write (put) a (key, value) pair and an operation to read (get) the value associated to a key. Each key is
mapped to a single shard using hashing partitioning (i.e.,
hash function(key) returns the key’s shard). In a system
with two shards, we could have one class to read and one
class to write each shard, respectively, classes CR1 and CW 1
for shard 1 and classes CR2 and CW 2 for shard 2. The read
classes contain get operations and the write classes contain
put operations on the keys associated with the shard. A
multi put operation that writes multiple entries would be
part of a class CM W that involves both shards. Class CM W
would conflict with all classes.
4.2

From request classes to threads

To ensure that requests in a class are executed, we map one
or more threads to each class. To guarantee a correct execution (i.e., linearizable), we determine whether the execution
3. We denote the power set of set S as P(S).

of requests in the class must be sequential or concurrent, and
whether classes must share worker threads. More precisely,
the classes-to-threads mapping respects the following rules:
R1. Every class is associated with at least one thread. The
threads mapped to the class execute requests that belong to the class.
R2. If a class is self-conflicting (i.e., the class contains requests
that conflict), it is sequential. Even though a class is
sequential, we may want to assign multiple threads
to the class since this provides a means for classes
to synchronize, as we show below. In this case, each
request is scheduled to all threads of the class and
processed as described below.
R3. If two classes conflict, at least one of them must be sequential.
The previous requirement may help decide which one.
R4. For conflicting classes c1 , sequential, and c2 , concurrent, the
set of threads associated to c2 must be included in the set
of threads associated to c1 . This requirement ensures that
requests in c2 are serialized w.r.t. requests in c1 .
R5. For conflicting sequential classes c1 and c2 , it suffices that
c1 and c2 have at least one thread in common. The common
thread ensures that requests in the classes are serialized.
A classes-to-threads mapping is defined as CtoT = C →
{Seq, Conc} × P(T ), where C is the set of class descriptors;
{Seq, Conc} is the sequential or concurrent synchronization
mode of a class; and P(T ) is the possible subsets of the n
threads T = {t0 , .., tn−1 } at a replica. The previous rules
result in several possible mappings and can be modeled
as an optimization problem that searches the configuration
that allows maximum concurrency in the execution [12].
The general idea is to observe the workload and maximize
(resp., minimize) the number of threads in concurrent (resp.,
sequential) classes.
4.3

Algorithm

Clients label requests with their corresponding class. A
replica has one classifier thread and n (worker) threads, each
one with a separate input FIFO queue. The classifier delivers
each request r in total order and schedules the request to
one or more workers according to Algorithm 4: if r’s class
is sequential, then all threads mapped to the class receive
the request to synchronize the execution (lines 16–17); if
r’s class is concurrent, the classifier assigns r to one thread
among the ones mapped to the class (lines 18–19), following
a round-robin policy (function next).
Each worker (Algorithm 5) takes one request at a time
from its queue in FIFO order (line 6) and then proceeds
depending on its class synchronization mode. If it is sequential, the worker synchronizes with other workers in the class
using barriers before the request is executed (lines 11–18),
and only one worker executes the request. If it is concurrent,
then the worker simply executes the request (line 10).
4.4

Correctness

We argue by case analysis that any mapping that follows
rules R1 to R5 generates linearizable executions. We start
with classes without external conflicts.
(1) Class c has no internal and no external conflicts. Then any request r ∈ c is independent of any other requests and can be
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Algorithm 4 Early scheduling: classifier.

according to the delivery order.

1: Data types:
2:
T : set of thread identifiers
3:
C : set of class identifiers
4:
Req : {c : Command,
{a request has the command to execute}
5:
classId : C}
{and the identifier to the class it belongs}
6:
CtoT =
{the class to threads mapping is...}
7:
∀ classId ∈ C →
{for each class}
8:
smode : {Seq, Conc},
{a synchronization mode}
9:
threads : P(T )
{a nonempty subset of threads}
10:
smode(classId) = CtoT (classId).smode
11:
threads(classId) = CtoT (classId).threads
12: Variables:
13:
queues[0, ..., n − 1] ← ∅

{ one queue per thread}

14: Classifier works as follows:
15:
onDeliver(req):
16:
if smode(req.classId) = Seq then
{ if execution is sequential}
17:
∀t ∈ threads(req.classId)
{ for each conflicting thread}
18:
queues[t].f if oP ut(req)
{ synchronize to exec req}
19:
else
{ else assign it in round-robin}
20:
queues[next(threads(req.classId))].f if oP ut(req)
21:
{assign req to one thread in round-robin}

Algorithm 5 Early scheduling: workers.
1: Variables:
2:
queue[T ]
3:
barrier[C]

{one empty request queue per thread in T}
{one initialized barrier per request class}

4: Each WorkingThread with tid ∈ T executes as follows:
5:
while true do
{infinite loop}
6:
req ← queue[tid ].f if oGet()
{wait until a request is available}
7:
if smode(req.classId) = Seq then
{if execution is sequential}
8:
execW ithBarrier(req, barrier[req.classId])
{use barrier}
9:
else
{concurrent execution}
10:
exec(req)
{execute the request}
11: execWithBarrier(req, barrier):
12:
if tid = min(threads(req.classId)) then
13:
barrier.await()
14:
exec(req)
15:
barrier.await()
16:
else
17:
barrier.await()
18:
barrier.await()

{smallest id}
{wait for signal}
{execute request}
{resume workers}
{signal worker}
{wait execution}

dispatched to the input queue of any thread (assigned to c).
According to R1, such a thread exists. The thread dequeues
and executes without further synchronization (Algorithm 5,
line 10).
(2) Class c has internal conflicts but no external conflicts. Then,
by rule R2, c is sequential and any request r ∈ c is enqueued
to the input queues of all threads associated to c, according
to the delivered order. These threads eventually dequeue r
due to the same order in their queues and synchronize to
execute it (Algorithm 5, line 8), i.e., requests belonging to c
are executed respecting their delivery order.
Now we consider external conflicting classes.
(3) Class c1 has no internal conflicts, but conflicts with c2 . By
rule R3, one of the classes must be sequential. Assume c2
is sequential. From R4 we have that the threads that implement c1 are contained in the set of threads that implement
c2 . It then follows that every request from c1 is executed
before or after any c2 ’s request, according to their delivery
order. Notice that this holds even though requests in c1 are
concurrent.
(4) Classes c1 and c2 have internal conflicts and conflict with each
other. Then c1 and c2 are both sequential. Both synchronize
their threads to execute requests. According to restriction
R5, these classes have at least one common thread tx which
suffices to impose that c1 and c2 execute their requests

5

A H YBRID A PPROACH

The hybrid scheduling shards the service state and uses an
instance of COS per shard, leading to a set of subgraphs
(Figure 1(d)). Commands that access two or more shards
interconnect the related subgraphs. In doing so, the hybrid
scheduling removes the late scheduling bottleneck since
there is one parallelizer per subgraph.
A sequential class is associated to each shard and
mapped to a different parallelizer thread. (All insertions in
a subgraph are sequential, and thus, there is no point in
assigning multiple parallelizers per shard.) We also create
sequential classes for all possible sets of shards accessed by
a command and assign to these classes the parallelizers in
the corresponding single-shard classes. These classes ensure
proper synchronization of commands that access multiple
shards. For example, if CS1 and CS2 are classes associated
to shards S1 and S2 , then each one will be mapped to a
parallelizer thread tp1 and tp2 , respectively. Additionally,
there is a class CS1 ,S2 , mapped to both threads tp1 and tp2 .
While in the early scheduler the classes-to-threads mapping affects performance, in the hybrid scheduler this mapping is not a concern since we use a special mapping
instance, as previously described. Since we have just one
parallelizer per single-shard class, it is not necessary to execute any additional synchronization and these parallelizers
include requests in parallel in their subgraphs. Moreover,
we optimized the multi-shard request scheduling by avoiding the use of barriers in their classes, and instead we use
atomic counters to define when all parallelizers included the
dependencies in their subgraphs.
Clients label requests with the class identifier, as in
early scheduling. Every replica has one classifier and one
parallelizer thread per shard, and a set of worker threads
per shard. Each parallelizer has a separate input queue
and removes requests from the queue in FIFO order. The
classifier in a replica delivers requests in total order and
dispatches each request r to one or more input queues:
• If r accesses only one shard S , r depends on preceding
requests assigned to S and is inserted in the related
queue.
• If r accesses two or more shards, one parallelizer inserts
r in its subgraph and all parallelizers involved in the
command insert dependencies in their subgraph to r.
Each worker thread selects a request available for execution
from the related subgraph, marking it as executing, and then
removes it from the subgraph after execution.
5.1

Algorithm

We now present hybrid scheduling in more detail. Algorithm 6 presents the structure types and variables used. In
the following, we emphasize the main differences to the
previous algorithms. C has the same previous definition of
a set of request classes identifiers. We add a set of shard
identifiers S and a mapping from classes to subsets of
shards CtoS , similar to the classes-to-threads mapping of
early scheduling. Each shard has an input queue and an
associated lock-free COS extended from Algorithm 2 to handle cross-shard commands. There are counting semaphores
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per shard to record the number of ready commands and
free space for new commands. The extended COS node,
now called HyNode, adds two new attributes to the node
used in the lock-free graph: sid stores the identifier of
the shard that will store the node; and rems stores the
number of parallelizers that have not yet processed this
node during insertion. Each HyNode also has two arrays
of sets of nodes, one for nodes that depend on the inserted
node and another for nodes the inserted node depends on.
Each parallelizer accesses only its position in the arrays,
avoiding race conditions on these sets. Variable shards (line
22) represents all shards in a replica.
Algorithm 6 Hybrid scheduling: types and variables
1: Data types:
2:
Shard : {
3:
queue ← ∅,
{execution queue}
4:
cos ← hN : ⊥, R : ∅i,
{extended lock-free COS - Alg. 10}
5:
ready ← new Semaphore(0)
{shard ready nodes}
6:
space ← new Semaphore(maxSize/|S|)
{shard space}
7:
}
8:
Req : {...}
{as defined in Algorithm 4}
9:
N ode : {...}
{as defined in Algorithm 3}
10:
HyN ode extends N ode : {
{specialization of N ode}
11:
sid : S,
{shard id}
12:
rems : int
{remaining parallelizer counter}
13:
with nxt : HyN odeRef
14:
with depOn[] : array of sets of HyN odeRef , one per shard
15:
with depM e[] : array of sets of HyN odeRef , one per shard
16:
}
17:
HyN odeRef atomic reference to HyN ode
18: Variables:
19:
C
20:
S
21:
CtoS : C → P(S)
22:
shards[S]

{as defined in Algorithm 4}
{set of shard ids}
{a class maps to a subset of shards}
{one shard struct per shard id}

Whenever a request is delivered, the classifier identifies
the shards involved in the request (Algorithm 7, line 3) and
chooses one of them to store the node (line 4). It then creates
a hybrid node with these attributes and enqueues it in the
input queue of all involved shards.
Algorithm 7 Per replica classifier
1: Classifier works as follows:
2:
onDeliver(req : Request) :
3:
shardsids ← CtoS(req.classId) {involved shards identification}
4:
ssid ← selectShard(req.classId)
{responsible shard selection}
5:
rems ← shardsids .size
{number of parallelizer involved}
6:
node ← createN ode(req.c, ssid , rems )
{COS HybridNode}
7:
for all s ∈ shardsids do
{for each shard involved}
8:
shards[s].queue.f if oP ut(node)
{put in shard’s queue}
Auxiliary functions:

9: selectShard(classid : C) : S
10:
return shard s chosen in round-robin among CtoS(classid )
11: createNode(c : Command, sid : int, rems : int) : HyNodeRef
12:
return reference to new HyN ode{c, ⊥, ∅, ∅, ⊥, sid , rems }

Next, the request is scheduled in each shard (Algorithm 8). A parallelizer per shard keeps reading in FIFO
order the next node to schedule (line 3). If the shard is
responsible for the node (line 4), it allocates space (line 5) to
store the node and creates dependencies (line 6); otherwise,
it only creates dependencies (line 8). Notice that the shard
identifier is used in the insert operation to indicate in which
subgraph the node and its dependencies must be included.

Algorithm 8 Per-shard parallelizer
1: Parallelizer of shard sid executes as follows:
2:
while true do
{infinite loop}
3:
node ← shards[sid ].queue.f if oP ull() {next node to schedule}
4:
if node.sid = sid then
{is this the responsible parallelizer?}
5:
shards[sid ].space.down()
{grant space to insert...}
6:
shards[sid ].cos.insert(node, sid , true)
{...node and deps.}
7:
else
8:
shards[sid ].cos.insert(node, sid , f alse)
{or deps. only}

Before we delve into details of the extended lock-free
COS operations for hybrid scheduling, we describe how
worker threads execute commands (Algorithm 9). This algorithm adapts Algorithm 1 to associate each worker to a
shard sid to process requests. Whenever there is a node
free of dependencies in that shard (line 3) it is retrieved
(line 4), executed (line 5) and logically removed from its
shard (line 6), releasing space (line 7).
Algorithm 9 Per-shard worker threads
1: Each WorkingThread of shard sid executes as follows:
2:
while true do
{infinite loop}
3:
shards[sid ].ready.down()
{grant a ready node to work}
4:
node ← shards[sid ].cos.get()
{get a node free to run}
5:
execute(node.c)
{execute the command and then}
6:
shards[sid ].cos.remove(node)
{mark node as removed}
7:
shards[sid ].space.up()
{allow to insert new nodes}

Algorithm 10 presents the extended COS implementation to deal with a sharded service. A node belongs to the
responsible shard selected in Algorithm 7, and is related to
all the other shards involved in its class. Nodes that belong
to a shard are stored in N (line 2), and related nodes are
stored in a set R (line 3). Each shard is responsible for
allocating space, executing, and deleting nodes in N . While
executing nodes in N , dependencies to other shards have to
be respected. For each shard, related nodes represent nodes
that are stored in other shards but may have dependencies
with the shard nodes and thus must be checked during an
insertion. The set R is only manipulated by the parallelizer
related to the shard, thus also does not present race conditions.
The insert operation has as argument a flag that tells
whether the node should be included in N (line 8) or in R
(line 10). After the node is processed in all subgraphs it is
involved in (line 11), the node changes its status to waiting
(wtg ), and is tested if ready (lines 12-13). The remove operation marks the node as removed (line 15), and evaluates if
dependent nodes become executable. Finally, get is the same
operation as in Algorithm 2. It returns the first ready node
in the subgraph.
Functions insertDeps and insertRelatedDeps insert
the dependencies related to nodes in N and R, respectively.
In these functions, logically removed nodes are physically
removed from the structures. Function removeDeps removes the ingoing edges to a removed node. The bind function is responsible for including a dependency between two
nodes. Similar to the late scheduling, function testReady
verifies if a node is ready to execute.
5.2

Correctness

The hybrid scheduling combines the early with the late
scheduling, and adds some refinements. Commands are delivered at each replica in total order (from atomic broadcast).
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Algorithm 10 Extended lock-free COS
1: Variables:
2:
N : HyN odeRef, initially ⊥
3:
R : set of HyN ode, initially ∅

{List of HyNodes in the subgraph}
{Set of related HyNodes}

4: insert(nn : HyN odeRef, sid : int, insertnode : boolean)
5:
insertRelatedDeps(nn , sid )
{build dependencies with R}
6:
n ← insertDeps(nn , sid )
{build dependencies with N }
7:
if insertnode then
{insert the node in this graph...}
8:
if n = ⊥ then N ← nn else n.nxt ← nn
9:
else
{...or in the related nodes set}
10:
R ← R ∪ {nn }
11:
if decrementAndGet(nn .rems ) = 0 then
{if this is the last...}
12:
nn .st ← wtg
{...parallelizer, the node is now waiting...}
13:
testReady(nn )
{...and tested if ready}
14: remove(n : HyN odeRef )
{assumes n exists and has n.st = exe}
15:
n.st ← rmd
{logic removal}
16:
for all sid ∈ S do
{for all shards}
17:
for all ni ∈ n.depM e[sid ] do
{for all nodes depending on me}
18:
testReady(ni )
{check if ni is ready}
19: get() : HyN odeRef

{as defined in Algorithm 2}

Auxiliary functions:

20: insertRelatedDeps(nn : N odeRef, sid : int)
21:
for all n ∈ R do
{consider each n node in R}
22:
if n.st = rmd then
{n logically removed}
23:
removeDeps(n, sid )
{remove its dependencies}
24:
R←R\n
{remove n from R}
25:
else if conf lict(nn , n) then
26:
bind(nn , n, sid )
{ conflict, insert a dependency}
27: insertDeps(nn : N odeRef, sid : int) : N odeRef
28:
n0 ← n ← N
29:
while n0 6= ⊥ do
{consider each node n0 in N , in order}
30:
if n0 .st = rmd then
{n0 logically removed}
31:
removeDeps(n0 , sid )
{remove its dependencies}
32:
if !compareAndSet(N, n, n0 .nxt) then
{if not first node}
33:
atomic { n.nxt ← n0 .nxt }
{bypass it}
0
34:
else if conf lict(nn , n ) then
0
35:
bind(nn , n , sid )
{conflict, insert a dependency}
36:
n ← n0 ; n0 ← n0 .nxt
{go to the next}
37:
return n
{return the last node in N }
38: removeDeps(n : N odeRef, sid : int)
39:
for all ni ∈ n.depM e[sid ] do
{consider each dependency}
40:
ni .depOn[sid ] ← ni .depOn[sid ] \ {n}
{and remove it}
41: bind(nnew , nold : N odeRef, sid : int)
42:
nold .depM e[sid ] ← nold .depM e[sid ] ∪ {nnew }
43:
nnew .depOn[sid ] ← nnew .depOn[sid ] ∪ {nold }

{nnew depends}
{on nold }

44: testReady(n : N odeRef )
45:
if {ni ∈ {∃sid ∈ S : ni ∈ n.depOn[sid ] ∧
46:
47:

ni .st 6= rmd}}= ∅ then
{n has no dependency}
if compareAndSet(n.st, wtg, rdy) then
{switch to rdy}
shards[n.sid ].ready.up()
{inform a new node ready in sid }

48: decrementAndGet(value : int) : int
return atomic {value ← value − 1; value}

49: compareAndSet(a, b, c): boolean

{as defined in Algorithm 3}

50: conflict(ni , nj : N ode): boolean

{as defined in Algorithm 3}

The classifier sequentially evaluates the command classes
and enqueues commands in the input queue of one or
more parallelizers, according to the classes. By the discussed
properties of early scheduling, we have that the delivery
order is respected at all parallelizer queues.
Conflict classes represent any possible combinations of
shards involved in cross-shard commands. A single-shard
command belongs to a class that maps to the parallelizer
representing that shard only, while a multi-shard command
belongs to a class that maps to all involved parallelizers.
The parallelizer of a shard takes commands from its
input queue, while preserving delivery order, and calculates
conflicts against pending commands in the shard. This en-

sures that there will never be dependency cycles within or
among shards—the last because the total order is preserved
across all shard input queues.
Cross-shard commands are considered completely
scheduled only when all parallelizers involved have calculated dependencies to pending commands in their respective shards. This is ensured by the number of parallelizers involved in the node (rems ) which is atomically
decremented whenever a parallelizer has completed its
dependency analysis. Therefore, a node will never be considered for execution before all involved parallelizers have
processed it and dependencies have been fully represented.
A command is considered for execution only if free
from dependencies. This is ensured by get, which takes
only ready commands, and by testReady , which switches
commands from waiting to ready when dependencies are
solved. Function testReady is fired whenever a new node is
inserted or a node is logically removed to respectively check
if a new node is free from dependencies and if the removal
of a node will free any other nodes to execute.
All arguments above show that dependent commands
execute according to the total order, while independent
commands from different or same shards execute concurrently. Due to acyclic dependencies, as discussed above,
considering all shards, at all times it holds that there exists
an oldest command that does not depend on any previous
one and can execute. When this command executes, it is
logically removed and dependencies solved. Consequently,
it will inductively free dependencies to other commands,
resulting in a dependency structure with the same property
above, ensuring progress.
In addition, each command has a responsible shard.
Workers associated to each shard will consider its commands for execution whenever they are ready. If more than
one command is ready, then the oldest one is chosen, ensuring that ready commands at all shards eventually execute.
Regarding the lock-free concurrent access to the dependency graph, safety at each shard has the same arguments
as in Section 3.2. Besides, during insertion of a crossshard node, the involved shard parallelizers concurrently
compute dependencies of the incoming node to different
sets of nodes. This is done by adding node references to
node attributes depOn and depM e. These attributes are
built with different subsets for each shard. Since each shard
parallelizer updates a different set, the operation is both safe
and free from synchronization among parallelizers.
When ready, a node is taken for execution (get) by one
thread belonging to the shard responsible for the node. This
thread executes and logically removes the node. During a
physical removal, all nodes on depM e are visited to update
their respective depOn sets, by the parallelizer of each shard.
When workers from different shards concurrently remove
nodes that affect (release dependencies) a common node,
the common node’s depOn set will be accessed concurrently.
Again, due to the per shard dependency list at nodes, this
is ensured to be safe and free from synchronization among
workers from different shards.

6

E XPERIMENTS

We experimentally evaluated the proposed scheduling protocols, aiming to show (1) the advantages and the draw-
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backs of the late and early approaches (§6.4); (2) how hybrid scheduling circumvents these performance problems
by leveraging the best characteristics of each of these techniques in a multi-sharded system (§6.5); (3) the performance
of the protocols with skewed workloads (§6.6); and (4) the
performance of the data structures alone without integration
in a SMR framework (§6.7). We also analyzed the proposed
protocols using different applications (§6.8).

Hereafter, we refer to operations that check whether
an entry is in one or more lists and to operations that
include an entry in one or more lists as read and write
operations, respectively. Each list was initialized with 1k
and 10k entries at each replica (ranging from 0 to list size
- 1), representing operations with different execution costs.
The integer parameter used in an entry in a read and write
operations was a randomly chosen position in the list.

6.1

6.3

Environment

We implemented all the scheduling techniques in B FTSM A RT [21], an SMR library that can be configured to use
protocols optimized to tolerate crash failures only or Byzantine failures. In all experiments, we configured B FT-SM A RT
to tolerate crash failures. B FT-SM A RT was developed in Java
and its atomic broadcast protocol executes a sequence of
consensus instances, where each instance orders a batch of
commands. To further improve the performance of B FTSM A RT ordering protocol, we implemented interfaces to
enable clients to send a batch of commands in the same
message. The experimental environment was configured
with 7 machines connected to a 1Gbps switched network.
The machines were configured with the Ubuntu Linux 18.04
operating system and a 64-bit Java virtual machine version
10.0.2. B FT-SM A RT was configured with 3 replicas hosted in
separate machines (Dell PowerEdge R815 nodes equipped
with four 16-core AMD Opteron 6366HE processors running
at 1.8 GHz and 128 GB of RAM) to tolerate up to 1 replica
crash. Up to 800 clients were distributed uniformly across
another 4 machines (HP SE1102 nodes equipped with two
quad-core Intel Xeon L5420 processors running at 2.5 GHz
and 8 GB of RAM). The experiments with the graph data
structures alone without integration in a SMR were executed
in one of the Dell PowerEdge machines.
6.2

Optimizations and implementation

The first important optimization we introduced in the hybrid scheduling prototype was the moving of node creation
from the classifier (Algorithm 7) to the parallelizers (Algorithm 8) in single-sharded commands. This is possible
because there is only one shard involved and parallelizers
do not share node information. We also avoid the atomic
execution of line 11 in Algorithm 10 and simply execute
lines 12 and 13 because the if statement will always return
true in these cases. Another important remark about the
hybrid scheduling is that we opted to assign workers per
shard instead of global workers. This approach presented
a better performance since fewer workers share common
structures (mainly semaphores) and they already know the
shard to lookup for a free command when unblocked.
We used an efficient lock-free single-producer singleconsumer implementation [22] for the FIFO queues used
in the early and hybrid techniques. We also configured
the maximum size of the dependency graph to 150 entries
for the late and hybrid approaches. In the experiments,
we measured the throughput of the system at the servers
and the latency of each command at the clients. In the
experiments with the data structures alone, we measured
only the overall throughput obtained by the worker threads
since it does not make sense to compute the latency in this
case. A warm-up phase preceded each experiment.

Applications

We implemented four applications: a linked list, a Key-Value
(KV) Store, an authenticated KV-Store, and a digital coin.
The linked list was used to microbenchmark the system
under different workloads, ranging the number of shards
and conflicts, as well as the operations costs.
We implemented both single- and multi-sharded services
based on a linked list. For a single-sharded service, we used
a linked list application with operations to check whether
an entry (i.e., an integer) is in the list (contains) and to
include an entry in the list (add), representing a readersand-writers service. Operation contains(i) returns true if
entry i is in the list, otherwise it returns false; operation
add(i) includes i in the list and returns true if i is not in
the list, otherwise it returns false. In this context, contains
commands do not conflict with each other but conflict with
add commands, which conflict with all commands. For a
multi-sharded service, we used a set of linked lists (one
per shard) application with single-shard and multi-shard
operations to check whether an entry is in a subset of lists
(containsS (i) executes contains(i) in the lists associated
with each shard k ∈ S ) and to include an entry in a subset
of lists (addS (i) executes add(i) in the lists associated with
each shard k ∈ S ). In this case, addS 0 conflicts with each
containsS 00 and with each addS 00 if S 0 ∩ S 00 6= ∅.

6.4

Single-sharded systems

The first set of experiments considers reads and writes
in a single shard. Figures 2 and 3 show the throughput
presented by each scheduling approach for different execution costs and number of worker threads, considering three
workloads: a workload with read operations only, a mixed
workload composed of 5% of writes and 95% of reads, and
a mixed workload composed of 10% of writes and 90% of
reads. For the mixed workloads, read and write operations
were uniformly distributed among clients.
In general, early scheduling excels in workloads without
conflicts, but the performance decreases abruptly when
conflicts are present. This happens because the processing
at the classifier is fast, but workers need to synchronize
to execute conflicting commands. Moreover, increasing the
number of workers decreases performance in the workloads
with conflicts. In fact, the mapping of requests classes to
worker threads is a complex optimization problem [12].
Late scheduling uses a lock-free graph to track command dependencies [13] and the parallelizer is responsible for maintaining the graph by inserting and removing
commands (recall that workers only mark a command as
logically removed). Although this approach better balances
the workload among the workers, the parallelizer becomes
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6.5

Multi-sharded systems

Figure 4 presents the results for a multi-sharded system
considering different number of shards and workers and
three workloads: a workload with single-shard read operations only; a mixed workload composed of 5% of writes and
95% of reads, out of which 1% are multi-shard operations
and 99% are single-shard operations; and a mixed workload composed of 10% of writes and 90% of reads, out of
which 5% are multi-shard operations and 95% are singleshard operations. Single-sharded operations are uniformly
distributed among shards and all operations are uniformly
distributed among clients. Moreover, 10% of multi-shard
operations involve all shards while the remaining ones are
addressed to two shards randomly chosen.
Since hybrid scheduling uses one parallelizer per shard
to insert (and remove) commands in (from) a subgraph,
its performance scales with the number of shards. It also

reaches the peak throughput of early scheduling in the
workload with only read commands, when configured with
6 or more shards. Early scheduling does not scale with
more than 2 workers per shard with conflicting commands
and the performance of late scheduling is limited by the
thread that maintains the graph. Notice that late scheduling
was executed with fewer workers than the others since
the parallelizer becomes a performance bottleneck with few
workers.

Latency (ms)

a bottleneck and performance does not increase with additional workers. Hybrid scheduling performs similar to
late scheduling since for systems with only one shard both
approaches work similarly.
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Fig. 5. Latency versus throughput for a system with 8 shards and a
workload composed by 10% of writes and 5% of global operations (list
of 1k entries).

Figure 5 shows the latency versus throughput results for
the configurations that better performed with 8 shards and
the workload with 5% global and 10% of writes (Figure 4(c)).
In the approaches for parallel SMR, all commands have
similar latency because they have similar execution costs
and the synchronization of writes impacts the performance
of reads ordered after a write. Obviously, the same behavior
occurs in classic SMR. Consequently, Figure 5 presents the
average latency considering all operations. It is possible
to observe that all approaches presented similar latency
until near system saturation and from this point on, latency
increases abruptly. Since the same behavior occurs for the
other configurations and workloads, we present only these
cases. The same behavior is reported in previous works on
SMR (e.g., [12], [13], [21]).
6.6

Skewed workloads

Throughput (kops/sec)

Figure 6 presents the throughput for a system with 4 shards
considering the same workloads presented in the previous
section (balanced) and also for cases in which one shard
receives 50% of the single-sharded operations and the remaining ones are uniformly distributed across the other
three shards (skewed). For each technique, we used the
configuration that in general presented best performance for
balanced workloads (Figure 4).
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Fig. 6. Throughput for a system with 4 shards considering balanced and
skewed workloads (list of 1k entries).

Late scheduling presented similar performance for
skewed and balanced workloads since it does not distinguish between shards. The performance of early and hybrid scheduling decreases in skewed workloads since while
some shard is overwhelmed, others have fewer work to
process. However, hybrid scheduling still outperforming the
others by a large margin.
6.7

Data structures performance

This section reports the performance for the data structures
alone (i.e., without integration in a SMR). We consider one
replica, where a thread loops over a list of pre-created
requests (to spare creation times). We executed the experiments for the read only and no global operations workload
since it is the one that most challenges SMR.
The results presented in Figure 7 report a similar performance for the techniques when integrated in the SMR
framework (Figure 4(a)). This means that overall performance is limited by the synchronizations inside each replica
as well as the time demanded to create objects (e.g., nodes
to be inserted in the graph and requests from the serialized
received commands to be delivered at upper layers).
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Fig. 7. Throughput for the workload composed of read only and no global
operations for systems configured with different number of shards and
worker threads (list of 1k entries). For early and hybrid approaches, the
number of workers is per shard, while in the late scheduling this number
represent the total workers.

6.8

Other applications

In this section, we comment on three other applications implemented to understand the performance of the proposed
techniques: a KV-Store, an Authenticated KV-Store, and a
Digital Coin.
KV-Store. We implemented a sharded KV-Store based on a
set of tree maps (one per shard), with an operation to write
(put) a (key, value) pair and another to read (get) a value
associated to a key, where keys and values are integers.
The concurrency model for this application is equal to the
one for the linked lists. A KV-Store is particularly important
because it is broadly used in many large online services (e.g.,
Twitter [23], Amazon [24] and Facebook [25]). For example,
Twitter uses a KV-Store to store tweets that are usually
written once and read multiple times. Such applications
have a workload that contains mostly read operations and
state that is easy to shard based on the keys values, as
explained in Section 1.
Figure 8 presents the throughput of the KV-Store considering different configurations. The read and write operation percentages are distributed as described in Section 6.5.
Although the performance results are similar to the ones
reported for the linked list (Figure 4), it is interesting to
notice that the operation cost for this application is small
and, consequently, the sequential execution outperforms the
late scheduler in all scenarios. In fact, it is cheaper to execute
a put in a tree map than to include and remove a request in
the dependency graph.
Authenticated KV-Store. Some KV-Stores provide authenticated access to increase security (e.g., [26], [27]). In this
case, clients sign their requests and servers must verify the
signatures to define if a client has permission to store or
retrieve a value. Figure 9 presents performance values for
our authenticated KV-Store. The scheduling overhead does
not significantly impact performance since the operation
costs in this case are high due to signature verification. In all
setups, hybrid scheduling outperforms the other solutions.
Digital Coin. Finally, we implemented a digital coin application based on the UTXO (Unspent Transaction Output)
model. This model is used by Bitcoin [28] to avoid double
spending. In this context, recent work has shown that traditional SMR sequential execution can lead to poor performance [29]. We implemented operations (transactions) to issue a coin, to return an account balance, and to transfer coins
among two user accounts. Similar to the KV-Store, the state
of this application can be sharded based on the accounts
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Fig. 8. Throughput for different percentage of writes and global operations for a KV-Store systems configured with different number of shards and
worker threads. For early and hybrid approaches, the number of workers is per shard, while for late scheduling we show the total number of workers.
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and create/destroy UTXOs. Consequently, the late and hybrid approaches presented similar performance since their
scheduling overheads are not significant. However, early
scheduling performed poorly because it needs additional
synchronization at the workers since all transfers to the
same shard conflict.
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Fig. 9. Authenticated KV-Store throughput for the workload composed of
10% of writes and 5% global. For all approaches, the number of workers
is per shard.
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Fig. 10. Digital coin throughput for a workload composed by only transfer
operations. For all approaches, the number of workers is per shard.

identifiers. In our concurrency model for this application,
two operations conflict if they share a common user. For
example, a transfer operation contains the sender and the
receiver of some amount of coins and two transfers conflict
if they share a common user (sender or receiver). However,
all transfers for the same shard conflict in the early scheduler
model, since it is not possible to infer that two different
workers of a shard will execute in parallel only transfers
without a common user. Bitcoin uses an even less restrictive
concurrency model where two transactions conflict if they
spend the same UTXO. Our model is based on the users
because a per user list of valid UTXOs must be updated.
Figure 10 presents the throughput for a workload composed by transfer operations only. The users were uniformly
distributed among the shards and randomly chosen, and
70% of the operations were between users in the same shard.
Depending on the workload, even higher rates of singleshard operations can be obtained by moving accounts to the
same shard based on affinity [30].4 The transfer operations
are costly because it is necessary to verify a signature
4. Clustering coefficients of many current cryptocurrencies transaction graphs (e.g., 0.15 for Ethereum and Z-Cash; and 0.05 for Bitcoin)
are much higher than coefficients for random graphs (0.0037) [31], [32].

R ELATED WORK

This paper is at the intersection of two areas of research:
concurrent graph structures and state machine replication.
7.1

30

1

7

Concurrent graph structures

In [33], a concurrent graph is proposed to compute serializable executions. Nodes and edges in the graph represent
transactions and their conflicts, respectively. Whenever a
transaction is added, edges are included to represent conflicts. In case of cycles, vertices and edges are removed
to keep the graph acyclic. The graph is implemented as a
linked list. Nodes and edges can be created individually and
concurrently. The node list is ordered according to a key.
The synchronization strategy is lazy [34], or optimistic: in a
first step, the list is searched without locks. Once the right
position to operate on the list is found, locks are acquired
on needed nodes. Once locks are obtained, a validation is
performed to check if the conditions during search are still
valid for those nodes. If not, the operation is repeated. Upon
deletion, the node is first marked as logically deleted, then
locking and actual removal take place. Nodes and edges are
manipulated independently. The strategy allows wait-free
operations to traverse the graph to check if a node is in the
list as well as to detect cycles.
In [35], the authors propose a concurrent graph, represented as an adjacency matrix. It contains a fixed vertex set
and allows concurrent operations to insert, remove or modify weights of edges. A dynamic traversal is proposed to
obtain a consistent view, i.e., the weights of all edges visited
have co-existed at some point in time despite concurrent
modifications. Operations are wait-free [36], achieved using
a helping mechanism [37]. Operations concurrent to updates
help updates to carry out edge modifications.
A concurrent, unbounded and directed graph is proposed in [38]. Addition, removal and lookup on the sets of
vertices and edges are supported on a lock-free basis, while
a reachability query is obstruction-free. It also uses a helping
strategy to achieve lock-freedom.
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Both our lock-free graph algorithm and the ones described above build on basic principles to allow concurrent access to a shared data structure. However, while our
algorithm implements a COS, the ones above implement
operations on a single node or a single edge. It is unclear
how to implement COS using these approaches.
7.2

State machine replication

It has been early observed that independent commands can
be executed concurrently in SMR [2]. Previous works have
shown that many workloads are dominated by independent
commands, which justifies strategies for concurrent execution (e.g., [8], [9], [10]). Existing proposals to parallelize the
execution in state machine replication differ in the strategy
and architecture to detect and handle conflicts. We can
broadly classify related work in three groups.
7.2.1 Techniques based on application knowledge
A scheduler that serializes the execution of dependent commands and dispatches independent commands to be processed in parallel by a pool of worker threads is an example
of technique that exploits application knowledge (i.e., in the
form of dependent and independent commands) [8], [9],
[12], [20]. This idea has also been explored in transactional
systems, where information about data items accessed by
transactions can be inferred a priori (e.g., [39], [40]). The
schedulers studied in this paper use application knowledge.
7.2.2 Techniques oblivious to application knowledge
Rex [41], and CRANE [42] are techniques oblivious to application knowledge but resort to more complex runtime architectures to coordinate replicas and ensure consistent parallel
execution. Instead of using a consensus-execution model as
in SMR, Rex [41] uses an execute-agree-follow strategy. In
Rex, a single primary server receives requests and processes
them in parallel using different threads. While executing, the
primary logs a trace of dependencies among requests based
on the shared variables accessed (locked and unlocked) by
each thread. Periodically it proposes a consistent cut of the
trace for agreement to the pool of replicas. The other replicas
receive the traces and replay the execution respecting the
partial order of commands, following the causality on lock
and unlock operations. While in SMR different consensus
instances are independent, traces in Rex consensus instances
are not since they have to satisfy the condition that one
is a prefix of the other. Trace synchronization may incur
in high network bandwidth consumption and performance
overhead [42].
CRANE [42] solves non-determinism during run-time
using several run-time mechanisms. The socket interface
is augmented to perform agreement (using an underlying
Paxos implementation) on the sequence of incoming calls
across replicas. Thread synchronization uses deterministic
multithreading (DMT) [43]. Additionally, CRANE introduces a time bubbling technique to enforce deterministic logical times for request bursts. However, the runtime overhead
is non-negligible. Besides agreeing on each socket event, the
DMT system incurs 12.7 % of overhead.
Deterministic schedulers have also been studied considering models more similar to the SMR model [44], [45].

These solutions provide a lock-level concurrency but replicas must execute a distributed consensus to define the order
of lock requests. This strategy decreases the concurrency
granularity (lock-level) but it imposes a considerable overhead since it needs to order lock requests.
Techniques in this class, including those using deterministic multithreading, tend to depart from the SMR model,
which is based on input replication followed by independent execution at replicas. Instead, coordination among
replicas is needed during the execution phase, using consensus, as reported. This penalizes performance, makes the
design of the replicated service more complex and reduces
the possible use of equivalent but different replica implementations at service level (e.g., for diversity).
7.2.3 Optimistic techniques
Finally, some techniques employ optimistic strategies to parallelize commands. In [7], [10] replicas execute commands in
parallel as they arrive and then check for consistency after
execution. If violated replicas coordinate to reexecute. In [46]
application specific knowledge is used to predict the same
ordered sequence of locks across replicas. While forecasts
are correct, commands can be executed in parallel. If the
forecast made by the predictor does not match the execution
path of a command, then the replicas have to establish
a deterministic execution order in cooperation with other
replicas, using a consensus protocol.
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C ONCLUSION

Parallel state machine replication techniques allow independent commands to be executed concurrently in a replica.
To keep replicas consistent, each replica has to carefully
handle and respect dependencies among commands. This
is a non-trivial task since it requires dependency detection
on a possibly high volume of commands. In this paper,
we consider two classes of parallel SMR techniques and
introduce a hybrid approach that leverages the advantages
of the existing approaches. A detailed experimental evaluation showed that the hybrid approach outperforms the
techniques it builds upon.
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